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Policy Notification
Retaking Failed Quizzes and/or Tests

Ubah Medical Academy Community:

UMA’s testing policy on quizzes and tests administered by content teachers will have a provision to provide students an opportunity to continue learning after assessment (test or quiz) in order to master content.

Our objective is to motivate students to be able to retain content learning and to enhance mastery by requiring our teachers to offer re-teaching and re-learning activities after failed assessments. We feel that for our students this practice will lessen their disregarding important concepts due to their failure on their first attempt of a test or a quiz. **Because results on assessments represent what was learned, students will be provided opportunities to retake tests and quizzes after school.**

*This instructional initiative will be teacher led and will need to be supported and supervised by parents.*

Policy

- Every Teacher will identify every student that fails a test or quiz
- For each failed assessment, each student will be given a plan of study and work
- The student completes the plan and turns it in by the assigned deadline
- The package is evaluated, retakes are offered or not, and the student is notified
- If granted, a retake could result in the original D or F being replaced by no higher than a C. **No show for retake will not have another retake opportunity**
- Pop-up quizzes have NO retakes. **There will be no retakes for Final Exams**